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1. Introduction 
1.1 Indian Banking and Financial System is on the verge of witnessing the revolutionary change with the twin 

challenges of Big Bank – mergers and consolidations of Public Sector Banks and opportunities for the New 
Private Bank promises to bring more healthy competition among the bank to provide superior customer 
services as well as achieve the vision of Financial Vision. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on 22ndFeb, 
2013 Friday issued the final guidelines for new bank licences, allowing any type of company to apply for a 
permit, paving the way for new banks after nine years.RBI said it would allow applications till July 1. No 
specific industry was barred from applying, although draft rules issued in August 2011 had barred real 
estate companies and brokerages 

Public Sector Banks (PSB) consolidation was a hot topic in 2008 -2009. Mooted by the then Finance Minister 
Mr. P Chidambaram, the issue did not get the required thrust after he left the ministry. With him back in the 
saddle again, there is a growing expectation that the issue will come up on the government`s drawing board. At 
the Bancon 2012 meeting while addressing bankers, The Finance Minister again raised the issue of PSB 
consolidation .The emerging scenario is also turning favourable to the process of consolidation. The mounting 
pressures to issue new bank licences and new guidelines in place , will induce enhanced competition from 
foreign banks getting full bank licences and entry of new set of private banks , will also precipitate the PSB 
consolidation. This paper attempt to analyze in details the advantages and merits of these two positive 
challenges as well as opportunities of Big Bank and New banks taking Indian Banking System to global heights. 
These benefits are in terms of growth, integration of financial services, synergies, ease of market entry and 
regulatory intervention. 
 

2. RBI Guidelines for New Banks 
2.1 The Reserve Bank of India has spelt out norms for new bank licences after years of waiting, allowing 

business houses, state-run enterprises and non-banking finance companies to set up banks, in a bid to extend 
banking services to half of the population that is excluded from them RBI while issuing guidelines for 
licences to New banks has put stiff conditions. For example, the guidelines said a promoter group’s 
“business model should not be misaligned with the banking model” and its business should not potentially 
put the bank and the banking system at risk on account of “group activities which are speculative or subject 
to high asset price volatility”. Many experts said real estate companies and brokerages would find these 
conditions onerous. DLF, the country’s largest real estate company, said it would not apply as it wanted to 
focus on its core business. Some non-banking financial companies could face a challenge, as RBI has not 
permitted the firms to carry out activities otherwise undertaken by banks.  

 

2.2 Key Features of the Guidelines are 
Application Process: The applications, expected to come in from 23rd Feb, 2013, will be screened by a high-
level committee of external experts. A decision would be taken by the central bank. RBI said successful 
applicants have a year to set up a bank. The new banks must make a stock market listing within three years — 
one year longer than proposed in the draft rules. A pplications for banking licences need to be sent by July 1, 
2013. RBI to issue in principle approval after considering recommendations from a high level advisory 
committee and the in-principle will be valid for a year. 
 
Eligible Promoters: Entities / groups in the private sector, entities in public sector and Non-Banking Financial 
Companies (NBFCs) shall be eligible to set up a bank through a wholly-owned Non-Operative Financial 
Holding Company (NOFHC). 
 
‘Fit and Proper’ Criteria: Entities / groups should have a past record of sound credentials and integrity, be 
financially sound with a successful track record of 10 years. For this purpose, RBI may seek feedback from 
other regulators and enforcement and investigative agencies. The central bank will issue licences only to persons 
deemed to be 'fit and proper', and will seek feedback on applicants from various investigative agencies such as 
CBI, ED and I-T Department before granting a licence.Further, RBI has empowered itself to reject those whose 
"business model" and "culture" are not in line with banking."Promoter Groups' business model and business 
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culture should not be misaligned with the banking model, and their business should not potentially put the bank 
and the banking system at risk on account of group activities such as those which are speculative in nature or 
subject to high asset price volatility," the guidelines said. 
 
Corporate Structure of the NOFHC: The NOFHC shall be wholly owned by the Promoter / Promoter Group. 
The NOFHC shall hold the bank as well as all the other financial services entities of the group. 
 
Minimum Voting Equity Capital Requirements for Banks and Shareholding by NOFHC: The initial 
minimum paid-up voting equity capital for a bank shall be `5 billion. The NOFHC shall initially hold a 
minimum of 40 per cent of the paid-up voting equity capital of the bank which shall be locked in for a period of 
five years and which shall be brought down to 15 per cent within 12 years. The bank shall get its shares listed on 
the stock exchanges within three years of the commencement of business by the bank. 
The minimum equity capital required for setting up a bank under the new rules is Rs 500 crore. Foreign 

shareholding shouldn’t exceed 49 per cent in the first five years. The new banks must open at least a fourth of its 
branches in rural areas – a condition, many experts said, will help to achieve the financial inclusion and 
inclusive growth vision.RBI said applicants meeting the eligibility criteria might not get a permit. Feedback on 
the applicants will be sought from enforcement and investigative agencies, it said. Public sector entities will be 
allowed to apply for a licence. The draft norms had talked about private sector entities only. 
  

Regulatory Framework: The bank will be governed by the provisions of the relevant Acts, relevant Statutes 
and the Directives, Prudential regulations and other Guidelines/Instructions issued by RBI and other regulators. 
The NOFHC shall be registered as a non-banking finance company (NBFC) with the RBI and will be governed 
by a separate set of directions issued by RBI 
. 

Foreign Shareholding in the Bank: The aggregate non-resident shareholding in the new bank shall not exceed 
49% for the first 5 years after which it will be as per the extant policy. 
 
Corporate Governance of NOFHC: At least 50% of the Directors of the NOFHC should be independent 
directors. The corporate structure should not impede effective supervision of the bank and the NOFHC on a 
consolidated basis by RBI. 
 
Prudential Norms for the NOFHC: The prudential norms will be applied to NOFHC both on stand-alone as 
well as on a consolidated basis and the norms would be on similar lines as that of the bank. 
 
Exposure Norms & Ring Fenced Structure : The rules are intended to ring-fence a company’s regulated 
financial services operations It said the aspirants will have to set up non-operative financial-holding companies 
(NOFHC), which should hold a minimum 40 per cent of the equity capital in the bank. This has to be reduced to 
20 per cent within 10 years and 15 per cent in 12 years from the date of start of business. An NOFHC will be 
registered as a non-banking financial company with RBI and will be governed separately. At least half the 
directors at such holding companies shouldn’t be connected to the founder groups, RBI said. “Entities, groups 
should have a record of sound credentials and integrity, be financially sound with a successful track record of 10 
years.” The NOFHC and the bank shall not have any exposure to the Promoter Group. The bank shall not invest 
in the equity / debt capital instruments of any financial entities held by the NOFHC. Shares of holding 
companies cannot be transferred to entities outside the promoter group. 
 
Business Plan for the Bank: The business plan should be realistic and viable .  
 
Financial Inclusion Must for New Banks: Out of every Rs. 100 /- that a prospective applicant for a new 
banking license wants to lend, it will have to lend Rs. 40 /- to small farmers, students, or low cost home 
borrowers and entrepreneurs. According to the latest guidelines for issuing new banking licences , an applicant 
will have to build its portfolio for lending to priority sector , which includes education , agriculture , ( direct and 
indirect lending ) , low cost home loans , ( up to 15 lacs ) and small and micro enterprises at the time of starting 
banking operations. “ Applicants for new banks licences will be required to furnish their business plans for the 
banks along with their applications , the guidelines issued by RBI said “ The business plan will have to address 
how the bank proposes achieve financial inclusion .  
Mr. R Kamath, chairman of Indian Banks Association and chief of Punjab National Bank, said the guidelines 

would increase competition and help in financial inclusion.  
The final rules allow companies from any sector to apply for new bank licences, dropping language in earlier 

drafts that would have kept out brokers and those in the real estate business. Though these changes are in line 
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with the views of the finance ministry, which had batted for brokers and realtors, the new guidelines contain 
enough subjectivity for RBI to reject applications from those it deems unsuitable for the banking business. 
 

Other Conditions for the Bank 
 The Board of the bank should have a majority of independent Directors. 

• The bank shall open at least 25 per cent of its branches in unbanked rural centers (population upto 
9,999 as per the latest census) 

• The bank shall comply with the priority sector lending targets and sub-targets as applicable to the 
existing domestic banks. 

• Banks promoted by groups having 40 per cent or more assets/income from non-financial business will 
require RBI’s prior approval for raising paid-up voting equity capital beyond `10 billion for every 
block of `5 billion. 

• Any non-compliance of terms and conditions will attract penal measures including cancellation of 
licence of the bank. 

•  Additional conditions for NBFCs promoting / converting into a bank : Existing NBFCs, if considered 
eligible, may be permitted to promote a new bank or convert themselves into banks . 

  

 

Figure 1 Eligible Promoters and Capital Structure  

 
"RBI guidelines are sensible and realistic and I believe the norms are well thought through," said Deepak 

Parekh, the chairman of HDFC, which floated HDFC BankBSE -0.95 % - the country's most valuable bank now 
- in the first wave of private banks in 1994. "I understand the rationale for keeping bank licence norms 
precautionary.""We welcome the long-awaited new banking guidelines, which are very forward-looking. We 
will actively pursue our interest in banking as it will complete our financial services' portfolio," said Kumar 
Mangalam Birla, chairman, Aditya Birla Group. 
The central bank tempered expectations on the likely number of new banks by prescribing .`500 crore as the 

starting capital, but drew praise from experts and led to optimism among business houses such as the Mahindras 
and Shriram Group, which said they would apply for licences.   
"RBI has given the right kind of emphasis to record, sound credentials and integrity," said Bharat Doshi, 
chairman, Mahindra and Mahindra Financial Services, which aims to convert into a bank. Standard Chartered 
and Bank of America Merrill Lynch said in a report that initially RBI will be very selective and may not issue 
more than five new bank licences.  
 

3. Global Scenario to Allow Industrial Houses in Banking Business 
3.1 The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) appeared un-consulted when Pranab Mukherjee, the then finance minister, 

invited new players to set up banks in his Budget speech in February 2010. It surprised many in the central 
bank because consolidation in the banking sector was the most debated topic in those days.  
Now, three years on, when new set of players will be allowed to open banks. In contrast to a decade ago 
when large corporate houses were not permitted to open banks, some groups are widely expected to win 
licences in this round. 

As things stand, the finance ministry clearly wants more banks to showcase its reform drive. The central 
bank’s dilemma stems from the fact that industrial groups, if allowed, could undermine the independence of 
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banks. Many, including Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz recently, supported this argument and suggested the RBI 
continue with its practice of not granting banking licences to corporate groups 
Globally, however, it is fairly common to allow industrial houses in the banking business. Only 12 per cent of 

countries restrict the mixing of banking and commerce, the RBI notes in its discussion paper on new bank 
licensing (August 11, 2010). All the same, the Indian banking regulator is known to be conservative, and has 
often been described as “a different BRIC in the wall” when compared to its peers in Brazil, Russia and China. 
Maybe it has reasons to be different, since the track record in other comparable countries that have allowed 
industrial groups to float banks is not encouraging. Consider this: Several banks in Brazil, which permits 
industrial groups to own banks, appeared vulnerable in the mid-1990s. A study on the Brazilian central bank 
Banco Central do Brasil’s website reveals that nearly 40 per cent of the banks operating in Brazil in December 
1988 did not survive until 2000. Almost half of them withdrew from the national financial system for reasons of 
liquidation. Even those banks that survived had to cope with serious problems, the study says. 
Korea, on the other hand, decided to ban industrial houses from promoting banks after the Asian crisis 

weakened its financial system. To be sure, not allowing corporate groups in banking does not necessarily ensure 
that a crisis can be averted. For instance, the financial crisis of 2008-09 required bailouts of many banks in the 
US, where industrial companies are not permitted to own banks.  
Clearly, the question is not whether corporate groups should own banks or not, but whether the regulatory 

framework is strong enough to minimize risks of bank failures. In that context, the RBI is justified in demanding 
more power before allowing industrial groups in the banking business. Parliamentary approval for amending the 
banking laws is certainly a move in this direction. Indeed, strict regulations have ensured that Brazilian banks 
are now less prone to failures. “Banking supervision, which already had a high degree of compliance with Basel 
Core Principles in 2002, has been strengthened further; it is risk-based, intrusive, and sophisticated, and 
leverages strong off-site analytics,” the International Monetary Fund (IMF) noted in its assessment of Brazil’s 
financial system stability in July 2012. 
Those deft policy responses and built-in financial system buffers allowed Brazil’s financial system to weather 

the global crisis of 2008-09 remarkably well, it added. 
Several developed nations around the globe do not restrict entry of industrial companies in the banking sector.  

In Canada, small banks can be owned by single owners and commercial enterprises. Global retailer Tesco has 
set up a bank in the UK. Industrial groups in Australia, Germany and France are also allowed to set up banks. 
But the rules are fairly stringent across most of these countries – caps on voting rights and maximum 
shareholding, controls on governance, and minimum capital requirements – to restrict concentration of 
economic power and malpractices. In Taiwan and Hong Kong, there are standard restrictions on related-party 
transactions. The regulator in South Africa focuses on the quality and reputation of shareholders, while allowing 
corporate groups in banking 
Even so, bankers agree that it is a complex task to supervise banks if the promoter is involved in several other 

businesses where a banking regulator has no jurisdiction. Indeed, arguments among regulators of different 
sectors (banking and insurance, for instance) are not unknown in India. So, it is not surprising that the IMF has 
expressed concerns that the risks of allowing industrial houses in Indian banking sector may outweigh the 
benefits. But the RBI can draw comfort from the fact that it has been fairly successful in regulating banks and 
ensuring that the Indian financial system emerged from the global banking crisis relatively unscathed. 
Also, by its own admission, experience suggests that large business groups will probably fare better in 

running a bank profitably than individual investors and banking professionals. “Banks promoted by individuals, 
though banking professionals, either failed or merged with other banks, or had muted growth. The experience 
with small banks has not been encouraging. Out of the six local area banks licenced [between 1999 and 2001] 
only four remain. The remaining two are functioning satisfactorily but their growth has been restrained due to 
inadequacies of the small bank model,” the RBI admits. 
The big question, of course, is whether the deeper pockets of large corporate groups will achieve the financial 

inclusion that Indian policy-makers crave. It is ironical that despite four decades of bank nationalization in 
India, more than 40 per cent of the population still does not have bank accounts. All in all, there is no doubt that 
the RBI will ensure that a corporate group meets its “fit and proper” criteria before offering new bank licences. 
But the central bank must see that applicants that meet the requirements are not made to wait on the pretext of a 
weak regulatory framework. 
 

4. Indian Banking Growth Story 
4.1 Four years after the global financial crisis began, India's $1,508 billion (Rs 82.6 trillion; a trillion is 100,000 

crore) banking sector still grapples daily with heightened risk. Banks and borrowers, both retail and 
corporate, are under financial stress Indian banks have shown resilience, as they have a buffer well over the 
required capital adequacy ratio of nine per cent. This will help them absorb near term shocks, but 
deteriorating asset quality and slow economic growth are hurting their profitability. 
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The industry's performance parameters are sobering: the growth rate for deposits has crashed from 23 per cent 
in 2007/08 to 15 per cent in 2011/12. Loans and advances growth has fallen from 25 to 18 per cent. Net non-
performing assets (NPAs) have risen from one per cent to 1.28 per cent. Return on assets, a measure of 
profitability, is down from 1.12 per cent to 1.08 per cent. As if all that isn't pressure enough, regulations 
increasingly require banks to set aside more capital. The Basel III norms, to be implemented beginning January 
2013, will require massive capital infusion by Indian banks in a phased manner. The high incidence of corporate 
debt restructuring in the last couple of years may add to the NPAs in the system. Provisioning for NPAs has 
risen from Rs 54,000 crore in 2010/11 to Rs 74,700 crore in 2011/12. 
All these developments will increase pressure on profitability, although Basel III will go a long way in 

building a strong foundation for the Indian banking sector. All in all, the negatives far outweigh the positives. 
The Indian banking sector has been insulated from the global banking crisis of 2008, but the industry regulator 
is concerned about important large institutions whose failure could put the entire sector at risk. When this 
happened globally, governments had to infuse vast amounts of capital to save large institutions. The Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) is in the process of classifying some domestic banks as systemically important institutions 
that would get special regulatory attention.  
Banking institutions worldwide are yet to recover from the shocks of 2008. The net gainers are Chinese banks, 

which advanced in the top 100 global bank ratings. In India, bankers say the challenge is to improve operational 
efficiency and risk management. Banks are increasingly focusing on cost-to-income to protect margins. 
Branches today are a cost centre, and front-end technology such as ATMs and Internet banking are transforming 
banking in urban and semi-urban areas.  
Indian Banks roadmap to appear in the top global bank ratings is through twin steps of consolidation of PSB 

and new licences to private sector banks. New banks will give consumer a wider choice of entities to bank with 
and competition among banks could improve service quality. There could be more banks in unbanked rural 
regions as the new norms stipulate that 25% of the branches should be in such areas. Aggregate bank credit is 
expected to grow 17 -18% year on year in 2013 -2014, driven by improvement in agriculture growth, 
consumption lead recovery in economy and pre-election welfare spending. Union Budget 2013 has proposed to 
provide Rs. 14,000 crore as capita support. 
Following Data and graphs shows the Growth Story of Indian Banking System and positioning of the banks 

with regard to growth percentage in total asset size, advances, deposits, income and net profit in the Financial 
Year 2011 and 2012. These trends also reflect the business sense for achieving these twin objectives. 
 

SIZE : TOTAL ASSETS    

PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

In Rs. Crore 2011 2012 % Change 

State Bank of India 1224693.81 1337409.43 9.20 

Punjab National Bank 378354.12 458222.12 21.11 

Bank of Baroda 358397.18 447321.46 24.81 

Bank of India 351172.55 384535.47 9.50 

Canara Bank 336234.87 374467.12 11.37 

IDBI Bank 253613.81 290883.06 14.70 

Union Bank of India 236351.15 262565.90 11.09 

Central Bank of India 210130.61 230059.33 9.48 

Indian Overseas Bank 178784.27 219648.18 22.86 

Allahabad Bank 151291.05 182957.61 20.93 

PRIVATE BANKS 

ICICI Bank 406678.08 47474.60 16.57 

HDFC Bank 277428.78 337971.51 21.82 

Axis Bank 242746.04 285650.85 17.67 

Yes Bank 59006.99 73662.11 24.84 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 50850.67 65666.47 29.14 

Figure 2 % Change in Bank`s Total Asset Size 
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GROWTH : ADVANCES       

PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

In Rs. Crore 2011 2012 % Change 

State Bank of India 756719.45 867578.89 14.65 

Punjab National Bank 242106.67 293774.76 21.34 

Bank of Baroda 228676.36 287377.29 25.67 

Bank of India 213096.18 248833.34 16.77 

Canara Bank 211268.29 232489.82 10.04 

IDBI Bank 157098.07 181158.43 15.32 

Union Bank of India 150986.08 177882.08 17.81 

Central Bank of India 129725.41 147512.85 13.71 

Indian Overseas Bank 111832.98 140724.45 25.83 

Sydicate Bank 106781.92 123620.18 15.77 

PRIVATE BANKS 

ICICI Bank 216365.90 253727.66 17.27 

HDFC Bank 159982.67 195420.03 22.15 

Axis Bank 142407.83 169759.54 19.21 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 29329.31 39079.23 33.24 

Yes Bank 34363.64 37988.64 10.55 

Figure 3 % Change in Bank`s Growth Adcances 

 

GROWTH Deposits   

PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

In Rs. Crore 2011 2012 % Change 

State Bank of India 933932.81 1043647.36 11.75 

Bank of Baroda 305439.48 384871.10 26.01 

Punjab National Bank 312898.73 379588.48 21.31 

Canara Bank 293436.64 327053.73 11.46 

Bank of India 298885.80 318216.03 6.47 

Union Bank of India 202461.28 222868.94 10.08 

IDBI Bank 180485.79 210492.56 16.63 

Central Bank of India 179356.01 196173.33 9.38 

Indian Overseas Bank 145228.75 178434.18 22.86 

Allahabad Bank 131887.16 159593.08 21.01 

PRIVATE BANKS 

ICICI Bank 225602.11 255499.96 13.25 

HDFC Bank 208586.41 246706.44 18.28 

Axis Bank 189237.80 220104.30 16.31 

Jammu & Kashmir Bank 44675.94 53346.90 19.41 

Yes Bank 45938.93 49151.70 6.99 

Figure 4 % Change in Bank`s Total Deposit Growth 
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GROWTH : TOTAL INCOME 

PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

In Rs. Crore 2011 2012 % Change 

State Bank of India 97218.96 120872.90 24.33 

Punjab National Bank 30599.06 40630.63 32.78 

Canara Bank 25751.53 33778.22 31.17 

Bank of Baroda 24695.10 33096.05 34.02 

Bank of India 24393.50 31801.84 30.37 

IDBI Bank 20684.47 25488.71 23.23 

Union Bank of India 18491.40 23476.66 26.96 

Central Bank of India 16485.61 20544.80 24.62 

Indian Overseas Bank 13326.57 19578.12 46.91 

Oriental Bank of Commerce 13047.88 17055.13 30.71 

PRIVATE BANKS 

ICICI Bank 32621.95 41045.41 25.82 

HDFC Bank 24263.36 32530.05 34.07 

Axis Bank 19786.94 27414.87 38.55 

Yes Bank 4665.02 7164.48 53.58 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 4970.28 7157.59 44.01 

Figure 5 % Change in Bank`s Total Income Growth 

 

PROFIT : NET PROFIT       

PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

In Rs. Crore 2011 2012 % Change 

State Bank of India 8264.52 11707.29 41.66 

Bank of Baroda 4241.68 5006.96 18.04 

Punjab National Bank 4433.50 4884.20 10.17 

Canara Bank 4025.89 3282.71 -18.46 

Bank of India 2488.71 2677.52 7.59 

IDBI Bank 1650.32 2031.61 23.10 

Allahabad Bank 1423.10 1866.79 31.18 

Union Bank of India 2081.95 1787.14 -14.16 

Indian Bank 1714.07 1746.97 1.92 

Corporation Bank 1413.27 1506.04 6.56 

PRIVATE BANKS 

ICICI Bank 5151.38 6465.26 25.51 

HDFC Bank 3926.40 5167.09 31.60 

Axis Bank 3388.49 4242.21 25.19 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 818.18 1085.05 32.62 

Yes Bank 727.14 977.00 34.36 

Figure 6 % Change in Bank`s Total Net Profit 

 

Growth in Deposits (%) and Credit (%)     

      

  Deposit Credit 

Q1 12 14.62 18.07 

Q2 12 13.91 16.79 

Q3 12 12.87 16.49 
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Figure 7 Overall Growth in % Age in Bank Depsoits and Credits  

 
 “ The advent of new private sector banks ( the first set of licences was issued in 1993 ) has been amongst the 

most successful set of reforms in India . The new private sector banks collectively have materially changes the 
face of Indian banking – in customer service, technology, expanding reach, and have in the process created 
immense shareholder value too,” The Citigroup note said.  
Happy Days are here again, says the pre- budget economic survey .GDP Growth is going to pick from this 
year`s 5% to range between 6.1% to 6.7% in 2012 -14. Whole sale price inflation will to 6.2% -6.6% by March 
despite hike in diesel prices and higher rail fares and freight rates and the medium term price trend is 
distinctively downward, especially for non food manufacturers. Even better the World Bank predicts that global 
commodity prices (including oil but excluding metals) will keep falling in 2013 and 2014. This should facilitate 
interest rate cuts by RBI. The Survey says fiscal deficit is being brought under control, combating both inflation 
and current account deficit. The survey emphasizes that India must tackle its twin deficits – fiscal deficit and 
current account deficit. Mr. Saugata Bhattacharya, Chief Economist, AXIS Bank said “The tone is of optimism 
tempered with caution .It has systematically laid down risks in the current operating environment.” Ms Anubhuti 
Sahay, Sr Economist STANC Bank said “The Economic Survey has rightly stressed on the urgent need to 
restore the domestic macroeconomics balances.  
In the BT-KPMG study, the country's largest bank, the State Bank of India, has risen from the 21st to the 

seventh spot thanks to improved operating profits. SBI has five associate banks including State Bank of 
Hyderabad (SBH), State Bank of Patiala, State Bank of Mysore  (SBM), State Bank of Travancore  (SBT) and 
State Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur  (SBBJ). Earlier, SBI had merged the State Bank of Saurashtra with itself in 
2008 while the State Bank of Indore was merged in 2010. Since then, no further merge has taken place so far. 
Once all its subsidiaries are merged with it, it would be among the top 10 banks in the world in terms of various 
parameters. 
Even today, according to Nasapuri, some small public sector banks (viz. Dena Bank, Andhra Bank, United 

Bank of India and others) have not been able to show a healthy performance. They are even hesitant to act as a 
lead bank and are content with being a consortium member. The need of the hour is merger of small banks to 
emerge into large entity (ies). "If the mergers can address this issue and give some relief to the government, it 
would be an added advantage, besides ensuring other synergies in scale of business, even geographical spread 
(branch concentration) and lower NPAs of the merged entity. 
The second largest, ICICI Bank, has jumped to fifth place from the 13th spot last year. Both Bank of Baroda 

and YES Bank have among the lowest cost-to-income ratios at below 0.38. "Branches are evolving to do more 
value-added business," says ICICI Bank's Kochhar. As for risk management, the 2008 crisis highlighted the 
prudence of banks in India, which remained unscathed. Over the last two decades, net NPAs have fallen. The 
sudden increase after 2008, while not alarming, is best nipped in the bud by both banks and regulators. The 
corporate debt restructuring mechanism is full of loopholes, though. 
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Close to a dozen foreign banks have entered India in the last two to three years, including the Industrial & 
Commercial Bank of China and the Australia & New Zealand Banking Group. With the changing times Indian 
banking system is moving from a system with large number of small banks to a system where in there are small 
number of large banks. This changing market drives the mergers which have been part of the history process of 
change in the developed economies but in the emerging economies this concept is gaining pace in the recent 
times. For every change to accelerate some initiator is necessary and for the Indian banking system economic 
policy liberalization, privatization, deregulation and other market reforms have acted as the catalysts. According 
to Mr. D.K. Mukerjee, managing director, IDBI Bank “The new generation private sector banks are going 
through a critical phase of financial reformation.” 
The Indian government and Reserve bank of India has been in favour of these mergers taking place in the 

Indian Financial sector. Every merger wave has its own reasons and these reasons are closely related to the 
localized environment. The reasons for the consolidation of banking sector in Europe may not be same as that of 
India or that of Japan .Each has its own localized factors which play a big role in this consolidation. 
The banking industry whose main function was only taking deposits and lending money has moved a long 

way with banks today offering a large variety services such as Bank-assurance, remittances and securities 
trading. To keep pace with the changing times and to remain competitive in the global arena banks need to 
change in form and structure. With the lack of time at hand the preferred route is inorganic growth and hence 
mergers and acquisitions for consolidation. 
 

5. Big Bank - Mergers and Consolidation of Public Sector Banks 
5.1 Big Fish: India, the second largest populated country, has total 77 banks including 27 public sector banks, 

20 private banks and 30 foreign banks. However, this huge universe has not clinched any significant global 
footprint the biggest whale in the Indian banking waters, State Bank of India, is considered to be small fry 
in the global banking ocean. Despite cornering about 25 per cent of the banking business in the country, 
SBI is ranked 60th in the list of Top 1000 Banks in the world by The Banker in July 2012. Ideally, India 
should have 4 or 5 global-scale banks. Recently, the government is said to have asked SBI to do a detailed 
cost-benefit analysis of its merger with its five associate banks. The bank not facing any tangible problem in 
merging two of its subsidiaries earlier might have worked as a trigger. 

Once all its subsidiaries are merged with it, it would it would be among the top 10 banks in the world in terms 
of various parameters. Grapevine has it that recently the Ministry of Finance called the chairmen of SBI and BoI 
on the issue of merger and if this were to happen, SBI will become the fifth or sixth largest bank in the world. 
With the advent of new century, Indian corporates are spreading their tentacles by acquiring companies abroad. 
For funding cross-country acquisitions Indian banks should acquire size and sophistication. Thus, there is no 
substitute for consolidation in PSU banks.  
A large bank or A Big Bank is one with a balance sheet of more than Rs 1 trillion. In other words, the bank's 

assets - investments as well as loans and advances - exceed Rs 1 trillion. On the liabilities side are capital, 
deposits and borrowings.Stating some consolidation in the banking system was inevitable, Finance Minister, P. 
Chidambaram, on Saturday, said India must have two or three world-size banks.“Finding new business models 
will inevitably lead to some consolidation. We should not fear consolidation. I know there is pride and identity, 
but, ultimately, some consolidation would have to take place in the banking system in this country,” he said at 
the Bancon-2012 meet  
“We must create at least 2 or 3 world-size banks. China has done it. And if India wants to be and as it will be 

the third largest economy in the world .We must also have one or two world size banks and some consolidation 
is inevitable,” he said. Mr. Chidambaram further said that while consolidation takes place among top banks, 
there would also be place for local area banks.“In fact, I regret that the idea of the local area bank, which was 
started in 1996, stopped after first three licences were given. I think there is place for a local area bank for 
serving people of the region, local area, drawing strength from those people and serving those people, he added.  
Country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI) has acquired board approval for the merger of it’s 

remaining five associates with itself. It has already amalgamated two of its subsidiaries.SBI merged one of its 
associate, State Bank of Saurashtra, with itself in 2008 besides merging itself with State Bank of Indore in 
2010.At present; there are five associate banks of SBI. Two of them are fully-owned, State Bank of Patiala and 
State Bank of Hyderabad, while remaining three, State Bank of Mysore, State Bank of Travancore and State 
Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur (SBBJ), are not 100 per cent owned and listed at the bourses. Meanwhile, the 
Finance Ministry had recently asked large public sector banks (PSBs) to hand-hold smaller counterparts to 
improve the latter’s functioning. It has divided banks in seven pools, with a large bank appointed co-ordinator 
for each group, to improve internal policies and procedures.  
The banks have been asked to continuously interact and work collectively on issues such as human resources, 

e-governance, internal audit, fraud detection and protection, recovery, asset-liability mismatch and business 
process re-engineering. Benefits of Big Bank consolidation are: 
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1. Growth 
2. Universal Banking model and integration of financial services 
3. Synergy benefits 
4. Strategic benefits 
5. Ease of market entry 
6. Regulatory intervention 

 

Duration Number of Mergers 

(1961-1968) Pre-nationalization 46 

(1969-1992) Nationalization 13 

(1993-2006) Post-reform  

• Forced Mergers  
2113521 

Total number of mergers 80 

Figure 8 Number of forced and Voluntary Mergers from 1961-2006 

 
EXISTING NEW PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS -  

MARKET CAP EXPANSION (X) SINCE LISTING / CONVERSION 

        

  Licence received in  Date of listing / converting Market cap growth since 

SUCCESSES       

HDFC Bank 1993 1195 201.7 

ICICI Bank 1993 1997 154.7 

Axis Bank 1993 2002 116.5 

IndusInd Bank 1993 1998 42.9 

Kotak Mahindra 2001 2003 57.0 

Yes Bank 2001 2006 8.4 

LAGGARDS       

IDBI Bank 1993 1995 1.8 

DCB Bank 1993 2006 1.8 

FAILURES       

Global Trust Bank 1993 Bailout - Merged with OBC   

Centurian Bank 1993 
Merged with Bank of Punjab and then with HDFC 
Bank 

  

Times Bank 1993 Merged with HDFC Bank   

Figure 9 Market Cap Expansion New Generation Private Sector Banks  

 

6. New Business Models 
6.1 Talking about new business models, Mr. Chidambaram said “may be because there is a regulator and  

there is a Department of Financial Services”, that there is an unintended tendency among banks to 
stress on uniformity. “I am opposed to uniformity. I don’t think one banks should be or can be clone of 
another bank. It will be a tragedy if we have got 19 clones (nationalized banks) in this country,” he 
said. He asked every chairperson of a bank to be a different banker, running a different bank and not 
become a clone of each other. The Finance Minister also assured the bank CMDs and boards that 
government would encourage them to follow new business models. “I assure you on behalf of the 
government that the Department of Financial Services will not attempt to impose any uniformity on 
banks. And as long as I am Finance Minister, I assure we will allow board of directors of each bank to 
innovate and to follow different model and different path,” he said.  

“RRBs (regional rural banks) are meant to serve a very different purpose, achieve very different objective, 
and serve a very different clientele. Why should RRBs be a clone of the parent bank? I think we must 
distinguish between the bank and RRBs,” he said. Stating that the economy is in a slowdown mode, he said the 
economic growth was expected to be 5.5 per cent in the second quarter. “I attach greatest importance to the 
banking sector, I devote a lot of time to learn about, to understand and to work with bankers,” he said. “Every 
time I meet with bankers I learn something new and I will continue to work with banking community in India. 
Because I genuinely and sincerely believe that banks represent the heart of the financial system and it is banks 
that will drive the revival of India’s economy and putting India’s economy on high growth path,” he added. 
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Ladies - Only Bank Makes Strong Business Sense to Boost Financial Inclusion 
Ms Shikha Sharma, MD & CEO, Axis Bank said “It will provide a sense of comfort for the segment of women 
that finds going to a bank intimidating.” According to Aditi Kothari, EVP, DSP Blackrock, and the daughter of 
Hemendra Kothari, there is a tendency among women to leave financial matters to men and many do not know 
what to do in the event of a divorce or a death. The new bank will have a paid-up capital of Rs 1,000 crore and 
should get its licence by October. The government is yet to come out with the fine print on the extent to which 
the new entity will lend to women and the extent to which jobs will be reserved for women. In the past a private 
sector bank discontinued a women's only branch ostensibly on the grounds of security.   
Rana Kapoor, MD & CEO of Yes Bank suggests that the Women's Bank could tie in a gold deposit account, 
which would help convert physical savings into financial savings. "It is a tremendous and progressive step 
forward for emancipation of Indian women who constitute a significant part of household savings. A specialized 
women's bank will add to their social security and personal income and even bring in a lot of personal savings 
lying idle into the banking system," said Kapoor. The All India Bank Employee Association has supported the 
proposal for a women's bank.  
 

Pros and Cons  
Despite the fears raked up by the happenings to large banks in the US and Europe, that proved the hypothesis 
that ‘big banks cannot fail’ wrong, there are some clear advantages that large banks enjoy. Bigger banks would 
be in a position to take advantage of efficiencies of scale, scarce talent could be utilised more fruitfully than in a 
smaller bank, better exploitation of brand equity and capital utilization. By experience, one can say that the 
larger the balance sheet you working on, more is the ability to weather economic ups and downs. Most of the 
other ticklish issues coming in the way of mergers can be sorted out very easily today than four years back.  
 
Technology Integration: The big issue in bank consolidation then was the interface for various information 
technology (IT) platforms used by different banks and merging banks are at different stages of technological 
implementation. Now, that is a non-issue. Most of the banks have integrated operations with Core Banking 
Solutions (CBS) in place, and most of these platforms are capable of talking to each other. The same is the case 
with ATMs.The Department of Financial Services has worked to make PSBs become clones in terms of 
technology, standardisation of manpower recruitment, accounting practices, and most chairmen of PSBs are 
working in tandem with the advice of the Banking Division on these issues. And therefore, it would be easy for 
consolidation 
People Issues and Human resources issues which arises as a result of cultural misfit , have also been 

smoothened with the same salary and perks structure adopted across PSBs. PSBs, having added 1.8 lakh 
personnel to their ranks over the previous year, are in a position to accommodate the surplus staff in the wake of 
mergers rather fruitfully in different roles. Some of the overlapping branches can be converted into offices for 
specialised services. Even cultural issues are passé, with many employees prepared to work in areas far away 
from their native place. Hierarchy issues at the top management can be handled by following the pattern adopted 
by State Bank of India. The high level personnel could be accommodated at the senior levels of the merged 
entity by splitting the positions of the chairman and managing directors, the executive directors of merging 
banks could be appointed as deputy managing directors. However, the process may call for making some 
amendments to the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertaking) Bill. Free convertibility 
offers opportunity for banks to gain enormous profits.  
 

Permutations & Combinations  

The first question that arises after initiating the process of consolidation is who would be the predator and who 
would be the prey. It should be based on a clear criterion. In the process of preparing PSBs for Basel-III 
guidelines, which seeks to raise the tier-I capital to 9 per cent from 8 per cent now, the government is expected 
to recapitalize banks to the tune of Rs 15,000 crore.  
If the mergers can address this issue and give some relief to the government, it would be an added advantage, 
besides ensuring other synergies in scale of business, even geographical spread (branch concentration) and 
lower NPAs of the merged entity. In the process, some weaker banks must be able to find some strong banks in 
alliance, besides it should improve the return on investment (RoI).  
The following are some combinations for undertaking consolidation of PSBs, in the light of these parameters:  

•••• SBI, BoI and BoB — To be among the largest banks in the world  

•••• Canara Bank, Indian Bank, BoM, IOB and United Bank of India — To be the second largest bank  

•••• PNB, Vijaya Bank, Andhra Bank and IDBI — To be the third largest  

•••• Allahabad Bank, Central Bank, Corporation Bank and P&S Bank — To be the fourth largest  

•••• OBC, Syndicate Bank, UCO Bank and Dena Bank — To be the fifth largest  
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On the other hand New Companies that have expressed interest in setting up banks include L&T Finance 
Holdings, Aditya Birla Financial Services, Shriram Transport Finance, Tata Capital, Reliance Capital and Bajaj 
Finserv. Religare Enterprises, IIFL, Edelwesis and Mahindra Financial Services they planned to apply for the 
licence. Religare Enterprises one of the prime aspirant for a banking licence, had a debt to equity rtio of 3.8 in 
FY12, while its return on networth was negative. Most of the pure play non banking finance companies have 
such as IDFC,M&M Financials,Shriram Transport Finance , Bajaj Finserve and Aditya Birla Finance have much 
better financial ratios .According to the norms , applicants business model and business should not put the bank 
and the banking at risk due to group activities , which are speculative in nature subject to high asset price 
volatility.  
Reality firms may find tough to meet the RBIs criteria for new bank licence applicants to be financially sound 

with a successful track record of 10 years. Real estate has become an asset play in recent years with investors, 
instead of real users, investing in properties. Many developers themselves seem to play this game, which is 
evident from the huge inventory of built-up or semi built-up projects lying on their books. At end-FY12, India’s 
top 28 listed real estate developers were sitting on inventory worth Rs 62,000 crore, more than one-and-a-half 
times their net sales. The figure would be Rs 1 lakh crore, if projects under construction and buildings available 
for lease rentals were included.  
India’s largest private sector company, Reliance Industries Limited (RIL), says it is likely to apply for a 

banking licence, as it meets all eligibility criteria announced by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Friday. The 
company had identified financial services as a key business, said a source privy to RIL’s plans. 
RBI’s eligibility norms on new banking licences were clear and transparent, the source said,adding RIL’s Rs 
81,000-crore cash pile (as of December 2012) gave the company an edge,in terms of entering the banking . 
 

 

Figure 10 Financial Scorecard of NBFC & Financial Ratios of Top Real Estate Developers 

 

7. Conclusion 
Country's largest lender - the State Bank of India  (SBI) ranks 60th globally in 2012 in terms of tier I capital 
(equity + reserves). The second largest bank (in terms of loan book) ICICI Bank 's position is way below at 110. 
Among top 200, four more banks including HDFC Bank , Bank of Baroda , Canara Bank  and Punjab National 
Bank  managed to find their ranks. Financial inclusion or basic banking service for every Indian seems to be the 
motivating factor for expanding banking reach. According to experts, consolidation should be the ideal solution 
to it, not new banks. "There is no substitute for consolidation in PSU banks," Ramnath Pradeep, former 
chairman of Corporation Bank and currently chief advisor at PDS & Associates, a Mumbai based law firm; told 
moneycontrol.com. 
"Indian companies are spreading their tentacles by acquiring companies abroad. For funding cross-country 

acquisitions Indian banks should acquire size and sophistication. State Bank of India is considered to be small 
fry in the global banking arena. Despite cornering about 25 per cent of the banking business in the country, SBI 
does not rank in the top 20 global banks. Ideally, India should have 4 or 5 global-scale banks .. 
We are all living in exciting times – times which offer as many opportunities as it offers challenges. While the 

global and domestic economic environment might, presently, give little cause for cheer, one needs to look at the 
opportunities available and also seek to strengthen our systems and processes by institutionalizing the lessons 
learnt during this period. These two initiatives of Big Bank and New Banks will help in strengthening the 
financial system so that it sees through these challenging times and is ready to thrive, as the economy sets on its 
recovery path. 
In this process, while the bankers have to act as change agents within their institutions, supervisors have a 

critical role to play in ensuring that they are equipped with the necessary skills to deal with a rapidly expanding, 
increasingly complex and global banking system. The financial system the world over has come under increased 
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public scrutiny. Both supervisors and supervised entities are increasingly accountable for their actions. We need 
to collectively and decisively act in the interests of the economic system. 
Perhaps, the greatest opportunity that exists is the vast mass of financially excluded people who are waiting to 

be touched by the formal financial system. The potential benefits to the banking system and to the economy 
from financially including this segment would be enough to galvanize the economy and restore it back to the 
high growth trajectory. Both these positive initiatives of Big Bank consolidation of PSB and issue of licences to 
private sector banks are the welcome move and step forward to ensure that the Indian banking system reaches at 
the global heights. We need bigger banks as well as more new banks to consolidate the multiple systems with 
vision of quality customer service and facilitate an affordable banking service to benefit the common man across 
the country and help financial inclusion. These moves will mean sweeping changes for the financial service 
sectors and more banks would mean improved penetration in rural sectors  
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